
OUR VISION

Our vision is to create Zero Energy Ready villages and homes for Twin Cities’ families seeking sustainable and environmentally conscious housing. 
GreenHalo homes are constructed to exact standards using sustainable materials with an eye toward resource conservation. Every home ensures its 
family clean indoor air, exceptional energy efficiency, low-maintenance upkeep, plus the tools to achieve a Zero Energy Ready home and remove the 
financial burden of recurring energy costs altogether. 

JOB DESCRIPTION

We’re looking for a Residential Construction Estimator that puts culture as a top priority. We are a fast-growing Green Builder located in Stillwater, 
MN. GreenHalo Estimators are instrumental in the development of our sustainable homes. Our crew works hard, works as a team, and does whatever 
is needed to deliver exceptional builds on schedule. We want to enjoy the journey of moving forward together while providing essential experiences 
to help your future.

REQUIREMENTS

RESIDENTIAL NEW CONSTRUCTION ESTIMATOR

RESPONSIBILITIES & DUTIES

Prepares and estimates budget costs for construction by studying plans and specifications.

Evaluates offers to purchase by site requirements, additions, and cost changes.

Resolves cost differences by analyzing and collecting info.

Writes up and presents budgets, reports, and project plans.

Develop bids for construction projects.

Work closely with architects and other professionals.

Navigates and understands building codes.

Stay up to date with safety codes and improvements in construction.

Survey potential sites for suitability and associated cost.

Verify vendor and subcontractor estimates fall within the defined scope.

Estimate labor, material, and time requirements to compute the overall cost of the project.

Explore documentation to gain a deep understanding of the project requirements.

If you're interested in working with an Award-Winning Green Builder, please connect with John Sharkey - John@greenhalobuilds.com

Construction estimating: 1 year (Required)

SALARY
$70,000-$95,000
based on experience

BENEFITS
Healthcare, 401k, 
Paid time off

JOB TYPE
Full time and 
part-time availability

Your job duties include surveying potential worksites, collaborating with contractors and vendors, and providing a comprehensive cost analysis for 
custom residential homes. Excellent communication skills are required to present your estimates to clients. This position reports to the COO & CEO.


